Atomic starburst quilt class
Taught by Melissa Wells

Hi everyone, I’m so ready to see everyone in January To PARTY!!!
I have put together a video to show you a few tricks and tips I’ve found to make things a little easier to cut and sew the
pattern. It will be emailed to you on MONDAY from TheHappyCottage@gmail.com. If you don’t get it, please let me
know by email or text 843 -222 -5743.
Pattern: You can buy it from her website and print it out right away! www.violetcraft.com while you are there, she has a
free tree skirt pattern made from the pattern.
From pattern:
 Copy 20 Starburst templates at 100%. You can use copy paper or foundation paper. Cut out to dotted line.
 Copy 1 Diamond template at 100%. (optional: cut diamond out of template plastic)

Fabric & Cutting

Cut 30 diamonds using the template.
Starburst – (2) 1 ½” strips for one star. There are 20 stars you can make them all different or some the stars the same.
Sashing – cut (20) 2 ½” strips DO NOT CUT LIKE PATTERN leave them in strips! Bring your extra fabric.
Background fabric- 4 yards (the pattern says 3.75)
Binding – 2/3 yard
Backing – 3 ½ yard

Supplies















Fine Pins (I like fine glass head pins)
Add-A-Quarter Ruler (6” if have a 12” that will work)
Small Cutting mat to put by your sewing machine
Rotary cutter 45mm or if you like a 28mm for paper piecing.
6x12 rulers if you have one or 12x 24
Starch
Needle 90/14 sharp
Piecing thread
Wooden seam roller or wood pressing tool to press seams for paper piecing (only if you don’t want to get up to
press 1000 times)
Paper scissors
Best friend (Fine sharp seam ripper)
Open toe foot or clear foot (If you have them) or your favorite foot to paper piece. If you have never paper
pieced, you sew on a line so, you need to be able to see the line.
Washable school glue or quilters glue
Don’t forget your sewing Machine cord and a light jacket!!

